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Opinion: Making games pay attention 

Should games take more notice of players' whims? It 

would make them more meaningful, says Thief co-

designer Randy Smith. 

 

As the first of the entire series, it was a boilerplate mission. Break into the manor of Lord 

Bafford, steal his jewelled sceptre, and sneak back out. Yet this one particular Thief player 

approached it with a unique flair. One by one, he hunted down each of Bafford’s hired 

guards, smacked them with the blackjack, and dragged their unconscious bodies into the 

dining room where he arranged them in colourful poses: propped up back to back, legs 

poking out from the dumbwaiter, or draped across the length of the dinner table. Then he 

collected every available wine bottle and tossed them haphazardly in with the comatose 

crowd. Here was the perfect crime. When the Lord returned home, he’d find his precious 

treasure missing and his security staff in severe disarray after what was evidently a night of 

debauchery while the boss was away. What would his reaction be? 

Of course his reaction was nothing, at least not in the context of the actual game. I used this 

story in my GDC presentation about player expression because it’s my favourite example of 
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what it means, and where games could respond better. To me, player expression happens any 

time the player makes a choice from a range of equally valid options. It includes customising 

your avatar, like in Rock Band, or your car in Need For Speed. It includes building insane 

creations in Minecraft, picking your character class or choosing dialogue. I’m drawn to cases 

where players select something suboptimal for gameplay, like my friend Rob who dresses his 

Fallout 3 character in a ghoul mask and an Abraham Lincoln top hat, even though he could 

be wearing a combat helmet. And I love the Bafford example because players weren’t even 

prompted toward that type of expression in Thief. This player took it upon himself to craft a 

perfectly appropriate continuation of the narrative using the tools available. 

So what should we, the designers of that game, have done? Should the player have received a 

special mission debriefing describing how Bafford had fired all of his guards in a fit of rage? 

Let’s talk code for a second: would that even be possible to detect? That exact instance, sure, 

but what if the player had missed a few wine bottles, or only knocked out two guards? What 

if the player had posed them scandalously in the boudoir instead? Or hung all of Bafford’s 

unmentionables in a hallway where guards patrol? Could you detect those cases, and any 

others the player might invent? The problem is the semantic meaning carried by the objects in 

question: guards, wine, dining rooms and lacy undergarments all mean something specific in 

the context of a secure manor when the owner is away for the evening. This is more meaning 

than game code has historically responded to, but that’s what makes it an exciting area for 

innovation. The sound effects in Thief were tagged with semantic data relevant to stealth: 

how suspicious they were, or whether they could plausibly have been generated by a nearby 

ally, general information the AI could reason with categorically. You could imagine 

extending this approach so the game knows about what behaviour is appropriate for guards, 

or what makes Bafford angry, or what combinations of things and places are especially 

perverted. This is clearly a lot of risky R&D effort for something explicitly off the path of 

expected gameplay. 

And anyway, is a custom debriefing really what the player wants? It reminds me of an 

Achievement, a hypothetical ‘Made It Look Like The Guards Got Drunk’ Achievement. And 

the problem with Achievements in cases like this is that when the player feels imaginative, 

you show them that you already thought of the clever thing they did. That crushing 

disappointment of being just another sheep in the herd is the bad part, but the good part is the 

little thrill you first feel when you realise the game has noticed and acknowledged you. 

Which implies the crux of the challenge: respond to the player’s expressions without 

invalidating their sense of ownership. Stats maybe work better, like GTA’s ‘Fires 

Extinguished’ or ‘Longest Flight in Dodo’, which serve as yardsticks the player can use to 

measure accomplishments of their own invention. If you had the tech that could notice the 

Bafford case, you could respond not with a debriefing but with a new stat: ‘Guards Fired’. 

Maybe then the player would feel noticed and also intrigued. How can you max that out? 

The problem can be simplified by shifting to a context with less semantic meaning, such as a 

cave on Mars filled with unearthly lifeforms, which describes Tiger Style’s in-progress 

project. Whether the player is able to share their amazing discoveries with humanity depends 

on which objects they are able to bring where, and most combinations aren’t meaningful and 

therefore don’t have to be supported. I hope this turns out to be interesting, but like the 

‘Guards Fired’ stat, it’s far from a perfect design. Maybe it’s at least a step into uncharted 

space where games work differently to collaborate with their players. 



Randy Smith is a game designer and principal at Tiger Style, which has its first game, Spider, 

in the App Store now. See and follow all his columns on his topic page. 

Illustration: Martin Davies 
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GDC 2011 Preview: Randy Smith 

The Tiger Style founder discusses player expression ahead 

of next week's event. 

 

This week, we've asked the speakers of some of the most promising sessions at next week's 

Game Developers Conference to write for us about their presentations. We start with Randy 
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Smith, who began his career at Looking Glass Studios in 1998 working on the Thief games, 

which he continued to do when the series moved to Austin-based Ion Storm. After this, he was 

appointed creative director at Electronic Arts in Los Angeles before founding Tiger Style 

Games, releasing Spider: The Secret Of Bryce Manor for iOS in 2009. Smith is an Edge 

columnist. 

I’m honored to present at the Indie Game Summit for the second time. Compared to the Main 

Conference, the Indie Summit has an exciting “off the rails” energy which frees us to be more 

innovative with presentation material, less buttoned up and quantified. This year I’m sharing 

Tiger Style’s work in progress and some of the design ideas we’re experimenting with, 

specifically around the topic of “player expression.” My secret ambition is to inspire fellow 

indie developers to run experiments of their own, essentially suggesting to them a chemistry 

set of design tools they could play with. It’s hard to imagine a mainstream developer bashing 

out a game concept based on something like this, but it’s not impossible that an indie 

developer would thread it into their work, or even see what happens when you take one of 

these tools and crank the knob to 11. 

We were very proud of our first game, Spider, but something troubled me: the game implied 

it supported more player expression than it really did. We even claimed you could “draw 

webs of your own design” which is true in terms of gameplay. But when I think of expressive 

web building, I think of Charlotte’s Web – suppose you could draw pictures or write words 

(“SOME PIG!”) with spider silk. Even if it were less artistic in nature, it would be interesting 

if some parameters of your web building factored into which insects you could catch, or 

something like that. 

 

Tiger Style's Spider: The Secret Of Bryce Manor 



We erred on the side of approachability for Spider, but we wanted to support more player 

expression for our new project, a sci-fi game set in a cave on Mars, which we'll be demoing a 

bit of to illustrate our work. We spent a while contemplating what player expression really 

means and the different ways it manifests in games. In a way, any player choice is an 

expression of a sort. Choosing dialog from a menu is an expression. Picking out equipment is 

an expression. Building the world in Minecraft is expressive. Games such Spelunky or Super 

Smash Bros with more tactical range and depth provide the player with options about which 

tools or which characters to focus on, essentially empowering expression of play style. 

Many games let you customize the look of your avatar, such as Rock Band and Fallout. In 

Fallout your equipment is both a significant part of the gameplay and your character’s 

appearance. This reminds me of a more primitive example of the same concept: Nintendo Ice 

Hockey (circa 1988) in which you could fill your team with skinny, big, and medium sized 

players, each of which had different hockey-relevant attributes. This is the part of the 

phenomenon that intrigues me most: expressions tied to gameplay relevance. Some of the 

player expression I find most fascinating is when players choose to accommodate suboptimal 

gameplay side-effects for the sake of a particular expression, whether that’s being flashy, or 

goofy, or undertaking extra risk to prove they can, or any of a number or other examples. 

People build the most beautiful and interesting ships in Captain Forever, and then they have 

to attempt to pilot them to victory. What is this phenomenon all about? What does it bring to 

games? How do we do more, and else can be accomplished? 

 

Mojang's Minecraft 

There are also plenty of examples of games that seem like they should be very expressive, but 

in practice you can observe evidence that players are making choices for non-expressive 

reasons. Scrabble, for example, seems like it would be a game about thinking up interesting 

words, and it is, but it’s easy to observe that the scoring system drives players to pick words 

for point value in a way that leaves no room for expression. This also happens in games: the 

more the content and system design drives players to optimize, the less freedom they have for 
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pure expression. This is what I mean in the title of the talk by “Leave Enough Room.” How 

do we as designers find our way off the stage so players can find their way onto it? 

Ultimately, player expression is interesting to me because it is so close to the core of what 

makes our medium unique: the promise that you can not just observe, but participate in the 

artistic experience. Unlike fancy real-time rendering, player expression is more about 

developer imagination than brawn, putting it well within the reach of even a small indie 

studio. In fact, as games like Minecraft and Infinite Blank show us, indie studios are often the 

ones to lead the way into these new frontiers. 

Tomorrow Ron Carmel, one of the people behind World Of Goo, will discuss his upcoming 

GDC presention. 
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↓ Jump to Comments 

Day One of the GDC: Meat, Money, and 

(Maybe) Meaning 

Here’s a rundown of the talks I saw today: 

Team Meat Presents: SUPER MEAT BOY, A Team Meat Meatmortem 

Description: Team Meat (aka Tommy Refenes and Edmund McMillen) present a postmortem 

of their wildly successful game Super Meat Boy. 

Takeaway: Tommy and Edmund are a somewhat disorganized but otherwise dedicated pair 

who worked themselves nearly to death making Super Meat Boy.  They are both extremely 

talented people who epitomize the indie spirit of making fun, unique and polished games in a 

small team and with little or no budget. 

Impressions: Focus was mostly on the business and workaday aspects of the project, with 

little time spent on describing the creative process or artistic concerns of any kind.  Although 

part of this reflects the nature of any postmortem analysis, I think they also placed heavy 

emphasis during production on making a game that would be fun to play, and that would 

therefore sell well.  Such an ambition is so ubiquitous in game design that it seems redundant 

to state it explicitly, but I think it’s an ambition that could stand to be questioned. 
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Leave Enough Room: Design that Supports Player Expression 

Description: Randy Smith of Tiger Style games presents a game design philosophy that 

allows an element of creative expression on the part of the player. 

Takeaway: Any time the player makes a choice that influences gameplay, that is a chance for 

player expression.  Any time the developer restricts the player’s actions, opportunity for 

player expression is diminished.  Allowing for player expression is a particularly appropriate 

design philosophy for indie developers, and can be facilitated by following the mantra of 

“leave enough room”: don’t tell the player what to do, empower the player to generate 

content, and encourage them to generate content by having the game respond to it. 

Impressions: Again, although Randy touched on some interesting ideas concerning the 

expressive potential for games, his talk addressed these ideas within the context of industry 

optimization (i.e., making a game that sells).  At one point, he began talking about how even 

very basic game mechanics such as goals and scores can implicitly restrict player expression 

by telling the player what to do (he used Scrabble as an example of a game whose expressive 

potential is limited by the requirement to maximize your score).  However, instead of going 

on to ask how games might be made without explicit goals or scoring mechanisms, he asked 

how we can have goal-oriented gameplay and still allow for player expression.  This seemed 

to me to be begging the question of whether goal-oriented gameplay is a good idea in the first 

place. 

Turning Depression into Inspiration 

Description: Michael Todd discusses the drawbacks of depression when working as a game 

developer, some strategies in mitigating those drawbacks, and some possible ways to turn 

depression to your advantage during the development cycle. 

Takeaway: Michael outlined five basic strategies for staying productive despite depression: 

first, work on personally rewarding projects; second, let go of excessive perfectionism; third, 

work on shorter projects; fourth, measure your productivity; and fifth, design the game to suit 

your strengths, preferences, and resources. 

Impressions: Though the majority of the talk was a rather cut-and-dried list of ways to stay 

productive and engaged in a project even during bouts of depression, Michael touched on 

some very interesting points.  What I found most interesting was something he only 

mentioned towards the very end of the presentation; I would have been happy to hear a whole 

talk on the subject.  What he said was that art comes from the “experience of the artist”, not 

from the medium itself.  In the context of his talk, this meant that games made during a short 

timeframe tend to reflect the mood of the developer (e.g., depression) while they were 

making it, and that experience can be communicated to the player.  Games *teach* through 

play, and a game made while depressed can teach the player a good deal about what it means 

to feel depressed.  Of all the talks I saw, this one addressed the creative process most directly, 

but didn’t seem to say much that could not be applied equally to other media. 

From AAA to Indie: Three Start-Up Stories 
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Desciption: Daniel Cook (Spry Fox, lostgarden.com), Ichiro Lambe (Dejobaan games), and 

Jake Kazdal (Space Channel 5, Rez) talk about how they made the transition from 

mainstream industry and AAA titles to independent development of smaller titles. 

Takeaway: The focus of the talks was generally on the pitfalls and advantages offered by 

independent development, and how to navigate them in order to create a successful business.  

Jake’s talk was more autobiographical, and Ichiro’s a little more general, but all of them 

focused on the process behind the successful creation and maintenance of a start-up game 

development company. 

Impressions: Again, very business-oriented.  That’s to be expected, I suppose, in a talk with 

the word “start-up” in its title. 

 

General Impressions: 

I was expecting the GDC to be heavily focused on industry, but being here and listening to 

the talks has driven the point home.  Even the talks that did address the artistic or aesthetic 

elements of game design did so from an industry standpoint, talking about how to use 

practices of good design to make games that were engaging and fun–in other words, games 

that sold.  Though no one ever said explicitly that “fun” is what makes a good game, the 

assumption was implicit in all the talks I attended.  It’s tempting to think I might encounter a 

different culture if I went to a different convention, and I think to some extent that’s true, but 

I also suspect that no matter where I go games will be considered, implicitly or explicitly, as 

an industry.  Even the independent developers whose talks I attended today were tossing 

around buzzwords like “monetize” and “portfolio”.  The ultimate goal, even for indies, seems 

to be the founding of a business on which they can make a living.  There’s nothing wrong 

with that, of course–I’m not blaming anybody for wanting to feed their families and pay their 

mortgages–but on balance, I think industry is incompatible with art.   If we want to create 

artistic games we will need to build a different culture to foster them.  Consider, for contrast, 

the independent film scenel–can you picture those folks talking about trying to “monetize” 

their films?  There seem to be very few starving video game artists–just a lot of unsuccessful 

video game developers who either persist and “make it big” or give up and go on to do 

something else, never bothering to question whether “making it big” is really what they 

should be doing.  Even the quintessential starving video game artist, Jason Rohrer, is now 

making (and selling) games that are less about creative expression and more about cool 

gameplay mechanics.  I think that if we are to create a culture of artistic expression 

surrounding games, it ought to have an element of the bohemian.  To be strong, such a culture 

needs at least a few people who don’t care if anyone likes their games–or rather, who don’t 

care if anyone *buys* them. 

Randy Smith touched on this topic, somewhat unintentionally, by pointing out that trying to 

maximize “score” in a game limits the player’s expressive capabilities–that’s just as true of 

the developers as it is of the players.  If you judge your game’s success by the amount of 

revenue it generates, or by the number of downloads it racks up, you limit yourself to a select 

set of “best industry practices” which can choke creative expression and limit 

experimentation and spontaneity in a design.  Only developers who aren’t out to win 

themselves fame and fortune, or even a living, will be free to experiment with the medium 

and discover new ways of telling stories. 
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